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The PALLMANN COLOR COLLECTION
will open new color possibilities
for your wood floor.
We have created an extensive collection
of colors that highlight today’s current
residential trends and styles.
The colors are subdivided into 4 different
lifestyles, to aid in selecting the right color
that fits your lifestyle.
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MINIMALISTIC

Modern. Simple.
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The Minimalistic color style creates open spaces in any
room setting. Monochrome colors with thoughtfully
placed furniture create a sense of order and connection
to nature. Neutral tones with accented lights, will allow
your wood floor to create some extra rest in the room.
The open living space emphasizes the simplicity of the
room’s furnishings.

MINIMALISTIC COLORS

Covered Grey

Smoked Oak

Grey

Balanced Oak

White

Sober White
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Please note! The illustrated color patterns are for sample purposes only, actual results on individual wood species will vary. For best results we recommend that you apply
the desired color on each wood flooring project. PALLMANN has created specially designed applicators to aid in the sample process with our COLOR COLLECTION.
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CLASSIC

Timeless Classic Designs
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The Classic color style explores the roots of time
honored traditional color choices. High value materials
such as wood, bronze, chrome, and the finest of fabrics
tastefully decorate rooms. Colors chosen in this style
range will continue to accent wood floors for many years
to come. The Classic style is the perfect choice for
traditional room design with timeless tones.

CLASSIC COLORS

Exotic Brown

Elegant Walnut

Dark Brown

Havana Brown

Stylish Chestnut

Rich Brown
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Please note! The illustrated color patterns are for sample purposes only, actual results on individual wood species will vary. For best results we recommend that you apply
the desired color on each wood flooring project. PALLMANN has created specially designed applicators to aid in the sample process with our COLOR COLLECTION.
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VINTAGE
Authentic with
history and purpose
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The Vintage color style leans on history to find
the authenticity of these color selections. Minor
flaws and defects tell a personal story of individual
expression and confirm the history. Rooms finished
in these color selections show accomplishment and
authenticity.

VINTAGE COLORS

Shaded Grey

Between Brown

Weathered Grey

BLACK

Victorian Bronze

Denim Blue
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Please note! The illustrated color patterns are for sample purposes only, actual results on individual wood species will vary. For best results we recommend that you apply
the desired color on each wood flooring project. PALLMANN has created specially designed applicators to aid in the sample process with our COLOR COLLECTION.
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COLORFUL
Colorful and
diverse like me
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Bring originality and creativity to life. Lavish colors,
bold patterns and creative inspiration bring a feel
of freshness and joy to any room. The PALLMANN
Colorful style invites you to experiment with your own
expression of creativity through powerful color choices.
This collection is suitable for all wood types.

COLORFUL COLORS

Secret Green

Pretty Pink

Happy Yellow

Classic Red

Mystic Blue

Nostalgic Brown
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Please note! The illustrated color patterns are for sample purposes only, actual results on individual wood species will vary. For best results we recommend that you apply
the desired color on each wood flooring project. PALLMANN has created specially designed applicators to aid in the sample process with our COLOR COLLECTION.
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White*

Sober White

Weathered Grey

Covered Grey

Nostalgic Brown

Between Brown

Happy Yellow

Balanced Oak

Smoked Oak

Stylish Chestnut

Pretty Pink

Rich Brown

Classic Red

Victorian Bronze

Secret Green

Mystic Blue

Denim Blue

Grey

Shaded Grey

Elegant Walnut

Exotic Brown

Havana Brown

Dark Brown

BLACK

* PALL-X 333 COLOR A/B white
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Please note! The illustrated color patterns are for sample purposes only, actual results on individual wood species
will vary. For best results we recommend that you apply the desired color on each wood flooring project. PALLMANN
has created specially designed applicators to aid in the sample process with our COLOR COLLECTION.

Due to the physical properties of white, it is still available as 1 l PALL-X 333 COLOR A/B white.
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PALLMANN
COLOR COLLECTION
THE SYSTEM
3 components, 1 solution
The PALLMANN COLOR COLLECTION consists of three
components. Base Component A, Hardener B, and color
pigment C. Safe, simple, and solvent-free.
Fast and Easy
The color system is quickly accessible, simple, and safe to
use. The pre-assembled components ensure a consistent
color every time.

+
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It‘s Your Choice!
As far as the priming and subsequent sealing are
concerned, you are in the best hands at PALLMANN and
have absolute flexibility. In addition to the various primers,
the PALLMANN COLOR COLLECTION can be finished with
both a 2-component lacquer or oil finish from PALLMANN.

PALLMANN
COLOR COLLECTION

THE BENEFITS
Great Color Range
The PALLMANN COLOR COLLECTION currently contains 24
of the most popular color trends which are suitable for all
types of applications.

High Quality protected color pigments
The „color layer“ is applied directly to the wood and
protected against wear by a cover layer (lacquer, oil).
As a result, the color impression remains intact for many
years to come.
It‘s your Choice
With the PALLMANN COLOR COLLECTION you have a very
flexible system at hand. Whether you want a lacquered
or oil final surface, the components allow for many
combinations.

Sealing in lacquer or oil and
finishing with a 2-components
lacquer or MAGIC OIL 2K ORIGINAL
PALLMANN COLOR
COLLECTION A+B+C
(24 Color)
Raw wood floor
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The PALLMANN care products not only free your wood
floor from everyday pollution, but also improve the look and
longevity of your wood floor...

… SO THAT YOU C
YOUR WOOD FL
For the regular maintenance
of oiled wood floors
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CAN ENJOY
LOORS FOREVER!
For the regular maintenance
of sealed wood floors

For the intensive cleaning of oiled and sealed wood floors.
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PALLMANN GmbH | A company of Uzin Utz Group
Im Kreuz 6 | 97076 Würzburg
Germany
Telephone +49 931 27964-0
Telefax
+49 931 27964-50
info @ pallmann.net
www.good-for-wood.com
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